.NET Product Roll-out Announced at AccountMate SYNERGY Reseller Conference
AccountMate 10 for SQL and AccountMate Enterprise 2017 Features and Training were
highlights of this Event

(Petaluma, CA) (November 4, 2016)
AccountMate Software Corporation held their 5-day SYNERGY reseller conference in Las Vegas, NV. The
theme was “New Growth for Your Business”. In opening remarks by David Dierke, President & CEO of
AccountMate, he said “Without a doubt, our 32 years in business were due to the longevity and depth of our
accounting software solution, the multiple product line offerings, vertical solutions, and the product knowledge of
our employees and Solution Providers. All of this has meant growth for AccountMate. In this next year, we will
be rolling out version releases that further reinforce the power of our product offerings.”
The releases that Mr. Dierke referred to that were covered during SYNERGY were the upgraded AccountMate
10 for SQL and AccountMate Enterprise, both to release in Q1 2017. AccountMate Enterprise is based on
Microsoft .NET technology. Much of the training that went on during the conference was to expand the
understanding of this new technology for AccountMate resellers.
Also two new modules were introduced. The AccountMate 10 for SQL will have a configurator module for sales
and a configurator module for manufacturing. Both of these modules improve productivity by introducing product
configuration rules and are tightly integrated within AccountMate modules.
A main stage case study presentation was delivered by Aaron Ingram, Vice President of Operations at
Innomed, Inc. He spoke directly to the fact that the AccountMate financial system and NexLAN LLC, their
AccountMate solution provider, made a big difference in growing their highly-regulated surgical instrument
business. The full-compliment of features offered in AccountMate software, the customization capability
provided by the software and the business logic they developed with NexLAN, has enabled Innomed to roll out
hundreds of new products over the past few years. This was a great testament to the growth potential of a client
using AccountMate.
As a standard feature of AccountMate’s annual events, sessions were devoted to voting and prioritizing product
features and functions submitted by AccountMate solution providers and their clients. Based on this voting,
AccountMate’s teams can plan the scheduling of features in upcoming product releases.
The value in having AccountMate’s SYNERGY conference is both for the networking amongst AccountMate
management, AccountMate staff, solution providers and vertical solution partners as well as relaying important
information on product strategies and training.

About AccountMate
Founded in 1984, AccountMate develops and markets fully modifiable business accounting software.
Systems range from single user versions to those that support hundreds of users simultaneously.
AccountMate software is available for local or cloud installation. It is distributed exclusively through a
worldwide channel of authorized solution providers. AccountMate can be reached at (800) 877-8896 or
at accountmate.com.
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